We continue here the development of our description of the pullback approach to graph rewriting -already shown to encompass both the NCE and the doublepushout approach, by describing parallel application of rewriting rules. We show that this new framework provides a genuine de nition of parallel rewriting (parallel application of several rewriting rules at several di erent places in the graph is actually expressed through the application of one single mathematical operation) and even further that a deterministic graph grammar can be described by a single rule which we call P-grammar.
Introduction
In two earlier papers 1,2], we have presented a new categorical approach to graph rewriting where the traditional pushout is replaced by a pullback. As shown in 1] by the coding of (B) NLC 5] and HR 3, 4] rules, this new approach provides a uni ed framework to both node and edge rewriting. The de nitions used there were simpli ed and tailored to the problem we were adressing : coding of a single NLC or HR rule into a pullback rule.
In this paper, we look at the more realistic case of a set of rules which are applied to a set of variables in a graph. This necessitates of course a slight improvement of our formalism, namely the use of an alphabet with an arbitrary number of unknowns. We can then describe our two main concepts, that of a graph with a set of compatible unknowns (which we call a multiunknown) and that of a P-grammar which uni es into one single rule a whole set of ordinary rules, i.e., a (deterministic) grammar.
The pullback mechanism can then be applied to de ne simultaneous application of a P-grammar to a set of compatible unknowns. This is what we call parallel rewriting in that it describes the genuinely parallel application of a set of rules to one graph.
By genuinely, we mean that the rewriting does not depend on the rule itself, nor on the rewriting mechanism but only on where and how we choose to apply the rule. More precisely, if for instance we consider a given P-grammar which may apply a rewriting to two distinct variables which we shall call x and y (simply for convenience since, as we shall point out later, labels are useless in our context), we may choose to apply only the part concerning x to an x variable, the whole rule two a pair of compatible variables x and y or even more the whole rule to several occurrences of both variables (provided they remain compatible in a sense that we shall make more precise later in this paper). Then the main property of our rewriting mechanism is that whatever the variable pattern, rewriting with the P-grammar will require one and only one pullback step (without of course any of the usual artefacts such as duplicating the rewriting rule to get as many copies as we get occurences of one variable).
It is clear that in this setting, the only natural way to apply a P-grammar to a graph with a set of variables G is to apply it in parallel : sequentializing the application would imply replacing G by a family of one variable graphs to which the rule could be applied step by step. This would be extremely unnatural.
Section 2 recalls from 2] and extends the basic de nitions and results on graphs and pullbacks that we need in the sequel, section 3 describes the rewriting mechanism, shows how to transform a deterministic grammar into a single rewriting rule, and brie y indicates some basic applications of those results. Although we believe that this framework is both simple and natural and might become a new basis for the study of graph grammars (at least deterministic ones), we are aware that it is completely new and might look alien to most researchers in the eld. This is why this short presentation contains only the basic de nitions and enough examples for the reader to get some intuition. Results are only brie y described and very few technical details are given.
De nitions
Let Z, N and N be respectively the sets of integers, non negative integers and positive integers. We shall consider simple, undirected graphs, possibly with loops and we shall use indistinctly the words nodes and vertices.
A graph is a pair G = hV; Ei where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. An edge between vertices u and v will be denoted by u; v]. A node v in V is re exive if v; v] 2 E. If S is any set, the complete graph K S over S is the graph < S; S S >.
A graph morphism h : G ?! G 0 is a pair h =< h V ; h E > where h V :V?! V and h E : E ?! E 0 are two mappings of sets such that h E ( u; v]) = h V (u); h V (v)]. It is well known that the good properties of graph morphisms turn the set of graphs into a category that we shall denote by G. It is a neutral element for the product. The category G has arbitrary limits (it is complete) and in particular pullbacks.
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The categorical (or Kronecker) product of two graphs G 1 To ease the intuition of the reader who feels unfamiliar with pullbacks, and without getting into too much details (which can be found in 6]), Figure 1 shows the pullback of two arrows from K 3 to a totally re exive copy of K 2 given by the obvious projections : the vertical edges project onto the corresponding loop, while the horizontal edges remain unchanged. The dotted triangles are shown to give a better intuition of the computation, but they do not belong to the pullback. Considering the graph A will allow us to take into account an arbitrary number of distinct letters and variables. If we only need nite numbers m and n of such letters and variables, we can restrict to its subgraph A m;n , where Z is replaced by ?n; m] (see Figure 2 for the graph A 3;2 ). As a matter of fact, we shall not really need letters or labels in the usual acception, since the labelling of nodes will be provided by morphims into A, but we shall sometimes color the drawings with labels to make them more intuitive. In the same way, drawing the node 0 and the negative ones on di erent sides of the positive ones is simply aimed at emphasizing the di erence we shall make later. The graph A 3;2 could as well have been drawn in a lot of di erent ways. Only the morphisms we shall use in the next sections will actually make the di erence. Let us rst de ne the notion of an unknown -or rather -show how we shall encode the usual notion of an unknown into our formalism.
De nition 3.2 Let G be a graph and u be a vertex of G. A label a on u is a morphism a : G ?! A which maps u onto a node ?j for some j > 0 (an unknown), all immediate neighbours of u onto a node i with i > 0 (a letter) and all other nodes on the node 0 (the context). An unknown is a label on a re exive node. 4 Intuitively, a label on u distinguishes between u considered as a variable, its immediate neighbours which are mapped to the letters in A and the rest of the graph, mapped onto the context in A.
Rewriting rule and rewriting step
The second ingredient we need in order to describe a rewriting system is the notion of a rewriting rule.
De nition 3. The only thing which is missing on this representation is the fact that the x labelled node in the right hand side of the original rule is intended to be an unknown node i.e. that the rule itself may be later applied to the node which represents x in the coding of the rule. 5
This can be easily handled by noticing that an unknown in the right hand side must be encoded as a re exive node and an appropriate label on that node, i.e. an appropriate morphism from the graph encoding the right hand side of the rule onto the alphabet graph A. After the application of a rewriting rule to an unknown, usual morphism composition of the unknown on the right hand side and of the projection of the resulting graph on the right hand side of the rule will provide a new unknown on the resulting graph.
We can not develop that point any further here but shall simply recall the de nition of a rewriting step from 2] to which we refer for an example of a rewriting step (a parallel rewriting step wil be described later).
De nition 3.4 Let u : G ?! A be an unknown and r : R ?! A be a P-rule.
Then the application of r at u (a rewriting step) is the pullback of u and r.
Multi-unknowns
De nition 3.5 Let u and v is be two distinct vertices of G, a and b two labels on u and v respectively. We shall say that the labels a and b are compatible if for each vertex w of G, when both a(w) and b(w) are positive then a(w) = b(w). In other words, whenever w is a neighbour of both u and v, it is mapped to the same node i in A by both a and b, hence the condition has to be checked only for labels on two nodes which share a common neighbour. Of course a neighbour of u can be in the context of v or u can be a neighbour of v. 
This proposition simply shows that a set of compatible unknowns de nes a unique morphism which gathers all the interesting properties of this set of unknowns : it singles out the nodes to be rewritten and indicates their relationships with the neighbourhood. This morphism will be called in the sequel a multi-unknown.
Remark 3.7 Possible adjacency of variables could be handled by demanding that the variables form a complete graph as well : A would then be K Z , without the 0; ?j] edges. We shall not deal with this possibility in this paper.
P-grammars
The mechanismfor gathering several rewriting rules into a single \parallel" one which we shall call a P-grammar is somehow dual to the one we used for the transformation of a set of compatible unknowns into a single multi-unknown, besides the fact that there is no compatibility condition. The P-grammar is simply obtained by taking the P-rules and identifying the context and neighbour parts (operation which could of course be represented by a pullback). This leads to a new de nition by simply dropping the last condition in De nition 3.3.
De nition 3.8 : A P-grammar is a morphism r : R ?!A where #r ?1 (0) = 1 and all the r ?1 (0), i 2 N have at most a single element. Application of a P-grammar r to a multi-unknown u is simply the pullback of r and u. If once again we try to describe the situation through a single exemple, Figure  4 shows a rewriting step for a P-grammar obtained through the addition of a second rewriting rule to the one represented in Figure 3 . Simply consider that all the new nodes are now mapped onto the nodes -2 in the alphabet and again that all the new edges are consequently mapped onto the corresponding edges in A. The multi-unknown has two occurences of the unknown -1 and one of -2. We hope the rest of the gure is self explaining.
The main result is the following : Proposition 3.9 Any deterministic HR or BNLC grammar is equivalent to a P-grammar where by equivalent, we mean that any HR or NLC grammar can be encoded into a P-grammar ? in such a way that pullback application of ? yields the same graph language as parallel application of . The case of non deterministic grammar can of course be handled with this mechanism, the only problem being that each time, pullback rewriting will apply all the alternative rules at once. 7 3.5 Applications A rst application of the de nitions we have given would be the study of the resolution of a set of simultaneous equations, including the study of context free grammars and the description of in nite graphs generated by edge replacement (as described in 1], that was our rst motivation when we tried to nd a categorical framework for node rewriting). This would for instance yield new possibilities for the generation of regular patterns.
Conclusion
It must by now be quite obvious that the length of this paper was only su cient to give a few intuitions of our subject, since its relative novelty implies de ning all the basic notions in the paper. Still, we hope that it is clear for the reader that pullback rewriting provides a very sound framework for graph rewriting. As was shown in 2], pullback rewriting provides a uniform setting for node and edge rewriting (namely BNLC and HR rewriting), and even for NCE and double-pushout rewriting. It can also be used to describe label rewriting systems and node rewriting in hypergraphs. In this paper we have shown that it has some more powerful features, especially an intrinsic parallelism, which allows the description of a deterministic (node or edge rewriting) system as a single rule which can be applied at once to several occurences of several unknowns. A lot of topics remain to be investigated about pullback rewriting, but in this precise direction, simply looking at non deterministic graph grammars or adjacent unknowns might yield interesting results.
